
The twelve photos in JFK-1 are enlarged sections taken from 

Zapruder frames 310-321 (v.18, p.68-74). The interval between each 

succeeding frame is approximately 1/18 second (Report, p.97). 

(Zapruder can be seen in W-5. He identifies himself. -- vol. 7, 

pg. 570 -- as the figure standing on the abutment immediately to 

the right of the upper right-hand corner of the Stemmons Freeway 

sign). The photos, taken from the right side of the presidential 

car, show only the rear-seat passenger section with President and 

Mrs. Kennedy (proper orientation may be more easily achieved by 

viewing the full frames in vol. 18. Also see color panel #5, 

Life, Oct. 2, '64, which can be identified as Zapruder fr. 309 

by comparing it with that frame in vol. 18, pg. 68). 

Frames 310-312 show that JFK's head and body were in a rela-

tively stable position immediately prior to fr. 313, which depicts 

the impact of a shot to the head. Prior to fr. 313, he had slumped 

Leftward toward Mrs. Kennedy and was being supported by her. 

The Report says (pg. 19) that the second bullet which struck 

Pres. Kennedy (fr. 313) entered the right-rear portion of his head 

(see drawing, v. 17, pg. 45). Nevertheless the photo sequence in 

JFKr1 shows that immediately after being struck -- ostensibly from 

the rear 	JFK's head did not move forward, but backwards an
d to 

the left, (despite the fact that his head had been tilted sharply 

forward with chin close to his chest). 

Note the distance from the back of JFK's head in fr. 312 to 

the seat-back behind him. By fr. 316, 1/6 second after impact 
in fr. 313 this distance has markedly lessened; indicating his 

head is moving sharply to the rear. This movement continues through 

fr. 321, at which point his head has either made contact with the 

seat-back, or is in position to do so. The elapsed time from tha 

impact at fr. 313 to completion of the movement to the left-rear 

in fr. 321 is approximately 4/9 second. 

The question presented by the sequence of photos is whether the 

immediate movement of JFK's head to the rear after having been 

struck in fr. 313 is consistent with a buffet having come from 

the direction of the Texas &shoot Book Depository Building, which 
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1ins3 4 *Padiatirity alter 31.34tir.ftsfuhid inapped back 
and tD the left. 

2. JFK had massive mound in right side of head. (approx. 
51" at mamma diameter), and it was incurred at 313+4144 
(ao evidence Af ip 411,,,cpftylpus pictures -. ,see color 309) 

04A, 	-- 5'e e 	.f&=1.3.) 

i'I0 	tram I, be was stick from right front deems at 31331 

from 2, this massive wound was an exit. 

COIP 	a dou 	hit occurred duri 313.314. first from the 
ruar 	 z the right 
froak(probWW4,exitiog trine the left or Left.!(rear) 
which knoehed him over. 
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I believe, therefore the mune, of .112103 right-side 
head unmet is deciaive in identifying it as an ezdt; and 
so concludes,. that a double-hit occurred at 313.314but 
following are additional factors to consider. 

and 
1. spray coning from the. rigat aide of the headA5S1% 

forward does 55Eappear consistent with a right. 
Zoontg1tEr. 

2. .ThVe head moved forwlard from 312 to 313. This 	t 
appear consistent 1$12:tin entry from rift front. 

Zetheeda surgeon's' "ail entry hole"' in hack of head 
would have to be a total fabrication. if a3.31.4 Agg 
depicts only a single shot from ri4at frunt (it eouldn't 
havebrien inflicted sny tine earner he 14va3.tint have 
masined upright if it had; nor later he was dem 
in the car)trhile it's certainly possible that the 
Isick.,of-the:head entry is a fabricatiom; for a number 
of reasons, icondider i t preset: me more likely 
tdt~ to metre is strong evidence they neglected to 
mention additional *sad wounds, .and they raised 
the back wound a few incbea nicacrreruk* repo 
and entry in the hack of th bead if none axis 
would be the only case where they actually invented 
a wound. (It seems to we entirely possible that 
the Parkland doctors oxyald have missed a small 

wound in the brake back of the head, considering 
hair, bletid, etc.). 

such an entry would be nonsistent ask* if two 
shots hit j 	 at that tine, as noted in 
my CO= 

Otheux more technical factors Support:Lug a double-hit 
involve the armament and attitude of his head as observed 
against the dark curb line -- toe detailed to write about neer. 


